
1st dam
MYFRIENDTHEBIRD, by Birdstone. Unplaced. Dam of 1 other registered foal, none of racing age.

2nd dam
MISS TURLINGTON, by Seattle Slew. Winner, $27,350. Dam of 12 winners, incl.--
INCURABLE OPTIMIST (c. by Cure the Blues). 4 wins in 6 starts at 2, $271,191, Generous S. [G3], Pilgrim S. [G3], World Appeal S. (MED, $24,000).
Feisty Step (f. by Coronado’s Quest). Winner at 2, $50,950, 3rd Demoiselle S. [G2] (AQU, $22,000). Dam of 6 foals, 5 winners, including--
Pico Pico (g. by Pico Central (BRZ)). 13 wins, 2 to 7, $215,319, 2nd C. B. Afflenbaugh S. (FPX, $10,000), Pomona Derby (FPX, $9,500).

Tiffany Twisted. 2 wins at 3, $78,849. Dam of 7 foals, 6 winners, including--
TWISTED TOM (g. by Creative Cause). 7 wins in 10 starts at 2 and 3, 2017, $680,131, Federico Tesio S. (LRL, $75,000), Private Terms S. (LRL, $60,000), Empire Classic H.-R (BEL, $180,000), Albany S.-R (SAR, $150,000), New York Derby-R (FL, $96,091).

Model Performer. Winner at 3, $16,088. Dam of 8 winners, including--

Section F (g. by Thunder Gulch). 5 wins, 3 to 6, $48,252, 3rd Dean Kutz S. (CBY, $5,500).


3rd dam
Zero for Conduct. 6 wins, 3 to 6, $178,145. Sire.

Engagements: Breeders’ Cup.
Registered New York-bred.